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These are the traits of great policy leaders—and of the doctoral students, faculty, and supporters who make 

up the Pardee RAND Graduate School (PRGS).

For more than four decades, PRGS has provided a unique educational experience for a select group of 

students. Our curriculum is renowned for its rigor and breadth. And our location at the RAND Corporation’s 

headquarters campus offers unparalleled access to world-class policy experts and experience.

But it’s our philosophy—that we need not accept the world as it is—that inspires PRGS students and 

faculty to train their sights on the most intractable problems of our time. Through talent, study, and the 

application of objective analysis, members of the PRGS community are helping to design policies for peace, 

opportunity, and prosperity.

Now, PRGS is poised to move from excellent to eminent in the training and experience we offer. By focusing 

on six critical areas—scholarships, educational resources, dissertation support, faculty enrichment, 

experiential learning, and innovation—we stand to critically enhance the PRGS experience for today’s 

students and tomorrow’s policy leaders.

Every day at PRGS, we call upon our students to be the answer to the challenges they see around them. 

Help shape the future of public policy and join me in transforming the Pardee RAND Graduate School.

IMAGINATIONENERGY AGILITYINTELLECT

Susan L. Marquis
dean
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For more than 40 years, PRGS 

and RAND have enjoyed a 

remarkable synergy. Students 

arrive with exceptional credentials 

and drive, infusing the RAND 

community with new ideas and 

talent. And through access to 

RAND’s projects and renowned 

research staff, they develop an 

understanding of policy analysis 

that is unmatched among their 

counterparts at other graduate 

institutions.

Supporting PRGS is one of RAND’s topmost priorities. Through the generosity of donors, RAND helps 

create a next generation of policy leaders with the analytic tools and intellectual heft to make an enduring, 

substantive impact.

If you care about public policy and value RAND’s more than six decades of public service, we know you will 

be inspired by the talent and aspirations of the PRGS community. Please join us in building on the RAND 

tradition. By supporting the impact opportunities you’ll read about here, you are investing in the students  

and faculty of PRGS and the future of public policy.

Paul G. Kaminski
chairman, rand corp oration  
board of  trustees

Donald B. Rice
campaign chair, 
pardee rand graduate scho ol;
president of  rand (1972–1989)

BUILDING
ON A TRADITION
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PUBLIC POLICY DECISIONS  
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AFFECT US ALL

Policy decisions about where and how we invest our 
human and financial resources affect nearly every 
aspect of our lives. We all have a direct, personal interest 
in ensuring that these decisions are made wisely. 
Nothing is more important for determining the kind  
of world we are building for ourselves and leaving  
for future generations.

At PRGS, students and faculty are addressing the most complicated questions, 

the ones for which there are no easy answers:

❖ How can we create effective sustainability initiatives to mitigate critical 

environmental challenges?

❖ What are the levers for growing the global economy?

❖ Can we design a system to make health care affordable and effective?

❖ How can we improve education opportunities and achievement?

❖ What counterterrorism strategies will work to keep us safe?

What RAND embodies and what PRGS so demonstrably passes  

down to its students—our future leaders—is a commitment to objectivity  

and to upholding the highest standards for policy research and analysis.  

And what could matter more?

We all benefit 
when the hard 
questions are 
being weighed, 
dissected, and 
ultimately 
decided by minds 
grounded in the 
kind of analytic 
depth, reason, 
and commitment 
that is an 
essential part 
of the PRGS 
experience.”

Pedro José Greer, Jr., M.D.
Chairman, Pardee RAND Graduate 
School Board of Governors; Trustee, 
RAND Corporation
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THE PARDEE RAND GRADUATE SCHOOL 

EXPERIENCE 
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THE PARDEE RAND GRADUATE SCHOOL 
OFFERS THE INCOMPARABLE EXPERIENCE OF 
BEING CONNECTED TO ONE OF THE NATION’S 
LARGEST AND MOST COMPREHENSIVE 
PUBLIC POLICY CENTERS. WHILE OTHER 
SCHOOLS MIGHT TEACH A SIMILAR SET OF 
TOOLS AND METHODS, ONLY PRGS OFFERS 
A GENUINE RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT IN 
WHICH STUDENTS CAN APPLY WHAT THEY 
HAVE LEARNED AND BECOME DIRECTLY 
INVOLVED IN PROJECTS OF ONGOING 
SIGNIFICANCE.”

FRANCIS FUKUYAMA
Trustee, RAND Corporation; Scholar  
and Best-Selling Author; and Honorary  
Degree Recipient, PRGS

INCOMPARABLE EXPERIENCE 

 COMPREHENSIVE 

ONLY PRGS 
GENUINE RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT

SIGNIFICANCE.
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Each year, approximately 25 new students join the entering class of PRGS. They are both 

diverse and distinguished. Our student body of 100 comes from more than 30 countries. 

Many have medical, law, or other professional degrees. They have worked “on the ground” in 

conflict zones; in public–private partnerships; and in developing countries.

With all their diversity, our students all share two essential characteristics: the passion to make 

a difference in the world and the discipline to master the advanced intellectual skills they 

need to do so. 

Once at PRGS, students immediately take on real-world challenges—everything from rebuilding 

communities and economies after a disaster and helping nascent states develop the rule of 

law to stemming the tide of childhood obesity. Equipped with the most sophisticated analytical 

techniques, our students quickly become integrators, drawing on their skills, integrity, and 

intellectual agility to work across platforms, communicate across disciplines, and ultimately  

to be the answer to the greatest problems facing our world today. 

STUDENT  PROFILE
Sean O’Neill aspired to a 
career in medicine, to help 
improve and save lives. But 
while in medical school, he 
collaborated on a summer 
project with RAND 
researchers on health care 
quality and financing. The 
experience helped O’Neill 
see how valuable sound 
policy could be in keeping 
patients safe and healthy. 
Appalled that systemic flaws 
in the delivery of health 
care were killing nearly 
100,000 patients a year, 
O’Neill enrolled at PRGS 
to study quality-of-care 
research initiatives. His 
cutting-edge work at PRGS 
on strategies for change 
and improvement in health 
care delivery organizations 
was supported by 
a scholarship and a 
dissertation award. With 
his Ph.D. in policy analysis 
from PRGS, O’Neill will 
complete medical school, 
prepared with broader 
perspectives about 
treatment, wellness, and 
what it takes to improve 
health and save lives.

Our Students
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Each year, around 
25 new students 
arrive at PRGS with 
backgrounds in a 
range of disciplines 
including

public health

engineering

international relations

economics

law

medicine

business

biology

education

public policy  

mathematics

PRGS blends the art and science of policy analysis in 
a way that encourages me to think outside the box 
yet to remain grounded and focused on solutions.”

Ahmad “Idrees” Rahmani is studying the impact of human 
capital on the stability and legitimacy of political regimes throughout the world. 
Rahmani has worked with the international community in Afghanistan and 
Pakistan on several development projects, including implementation of the Bonn 
Agreement in Afghanistan after 2002. He is the founder of an Afghan survey 
and research firm that analyzes security and governance policies of the Afghan 
government and the international community. Through his PRGS dissertation, 
Rahmani aims to help the Afghan political community understand the root causes 
of instability in the last four decades. 

Our Students
Idrees 
Rahmani with 
Don Conlan, 
a member 
of the PRGS 
Dean’s 
Leadership  
Circle
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Where Great Ideas Begin
PRGS is unique. As a community of students, faculty, and policy experts, our mission 

is to translate education into action. We start by asking far-reaching questions and 

challenging assumptions; we end up changing minds and transforming the world.

What makes us different? PRGS is a doctoral program, and the only policy  

analysis graduate program to focus solely on the doctoral student experience. This 

singularity of purpose is distinct from university-based programs in public policy  

or policy analysis, and fosters a greater opportunity for students to make a difference 

through and after their studies.

PRGS also derives unrivaled benefits from our close relationship with RAND, a 

research institution with broader reach and deeper expertise than any in the world. 

PRGS students have access to RAND’s global talent pool of 1,000 distinguished 

researchers from across RAND’s broad array of disciplines and expertise. 
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PRGS’s location at RAND’s state-of-the-art headquarters campus also offers a 

vibrant, specialized learning environment.

“On-the-job-training”—we call it “OJT”—is a defining feature of the PRGS 

experience. Beginning in their first year, students work alongside RAND 

researchers on real client projects, gaining experience and knowledge as 

members of RAND’s research teams while also contributing fresh perspectives 

to pressing policy challenges facing governments, businesses, and communities 

around the world. At the conclusion of their studies, our students have enjoyed 

access to more people, ideas, and professional research opportunities than 

students in any other policy analysis program.

Charles Wolf, Jr., the School’s 
founding dean from 1970 to 
1997, is a professor of public 
policy at PRGS and holds 
the Distinguished Chair in 
International Economics at 
RAND. During his tenure  
as dean, he mentored the 
first several generations  
of PRGS students and 
helped build the foundation 
for the innovative, unique 
institution that exists 
today. In 2007, Wolf 
received the Order of the 
Rising Sun, Gold Rays 
with Neck Ribbon, from 
the government of Japan. 
He was recognized for his 
contributions to U.S.-Japan 
relations. The award is 
Japan’s highest honor  
for members of academia.

FOUNDING DEAN
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Meeting the Call
PRGS has been in a class of its own since it was established in 1970. Lauded by The Economist 
as “the stealthiest graduate school in the business, quietly producing top-flight analysts for both 

government and the private sector,” PRGS is committed, more than ever, to enhancing and 

transforming our programs, building on existing strengths, and cultivating opportunities for our 

students to meet the challenges of a new era.

But even in a program as distinguished as PRGS, in which students work alongside RAND 

researchers on a host of the most complex issues of the day, resources can make the critical 

difference between an “interesting academic observation” and an idea that takes flight, that spurs 

action, that transcends “analytical insight” to fundamentally change the way we live, learn, 

and thrive.

Providing opportunity to talent is an essential ingredient. Offering scholarships to give students 

greater freedom from debt and help them pursue public-service careers; supporting student research 

into unchartered areas so new or novel that they are not yet on the conventional research agenda; 

facilitating learning from leading policy practitioners and influential thoughtleaders; expanding student 

services such as mentoring and career counseling. Each of these is an investment in the future 

generation of policy leaders that will bear unlimited returns.

What’s at stake? Bringing peace to conflict zones. Creating  
healthy societies. Restoring prosperity after periods of economic 
upheaval. These are the ambitions of a PRGS graduate. It’s up  
to us to nurture them to fruition.
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WAYS TO MAKE A

DIFFERENCE
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SCHOLARSHIPS 

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

DISSERTATION SUPPORT

FACULTY ENRICHMENT

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

INNOVATION
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Tewodaj Mengistu grew up 
in Zambia and Ethiopia. 
After studying economics 
in college, she earned her 
master’s in international 
development while working 
at the World Bank. Later, 
at the International Food 
Policy Research Institute, she 
studied emerging risks and 
opportunities in a globalized 
food and agricultural 
system. At PRGS, she 
is investigating areas of 
greatest need in Africa, such 
as infrastructure financing. 
With her experience working 
on Africa-related projects, 
she will graduate ready to 
tackle real challenges in 
developing nations and one 
day return to help improve 
lives throughout sub-
Saharan Africa.

STUDENT  PROFILEPRGS seeks the best and brightest. We look for innovative individuals 

with a wide range of experiences and interests—scholars who will 

translate what they learn at PRGS into positive change in the world.

Student scholarships are vital. They help us attract the most talented 

individuals to our program and are often the deciding factor when a 

student is weighing offers from multiple institutions.

Scholarships also help us identify and recruit into the ranks of 

tomorrow’s policy leaders individuals from nontraditional 

backgrounds—students from Africa, from former Soviet states, from 

communities ravaged by poverty and loss in the American South.

Moreover, scholarships pave the way for public service. PRGS 

students are selfless in their pursuit of better public policies that benefit 

all of us. But their ambitions can be hindered when they graduate with 

significant educational debt.

When you fund a student scholarship, you are giving opportunity to 

the gamechangers of tomorrow.

Opening Doors to the Best and Brightest

IMPACT OPPORTUNITIES

❖ Individual Student 
Scholarship

❖ Named Endowed 
Scholarship
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We ask of PRGS graduates—indeed, the complexity of our world demands it—

that they be integrators, skilled at untangling complex issues and nimble in proposing 

solutions that bridge conventional divides. Educational resources are central to 

developing these skills and unlocking the potential of our future policy leaders.

Through tutoring and writing workshops, we help students clarify their ideas and 

communicate policy options simply. By building a public policy book collection for 

our library, we facilitate comprehensive access to knowledge amidst a rapidly evolving 

information landscape. Formal mentoring programs, career services, and support  

for participation in professional conferences and associations, all foster the kind  

of collaboration and professional networking that empowers students to take their 

ideas out into the world and make a difference. 

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

Accelerating Learning
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Communicating 
Complex  Ideas 
Effectively
A challenge for anyone 
working in policy is to 
communicate complex ideas 
effectively. Knowing the 
language and culture of the 
relevant policy environment 
is essential. PRGS is 
committed to making a 
world-class policy education 
available to promising minds 
from around the world. 
Philanthropic support 
enables us to offer workshops 
for international students 
in English language writing 
and expression, and in the 
sociopolitical and cultural 
contexts in which policy 
decisions are made and 
implemented. Supportive 
resources like these markedly 
enhance our students’ efforts 
to be the answer.

and Inspiring Ideas

IMPACT OPPORTUNITIES

❖ Writing Workshops

❖ Tutoring

❖ Faculty Mentoring

❖ Library Collection

❖ Career Services

While pursuing her studies, 
Stephanie Chan volunteers 
her time as a financial strategic 
planner at a local health clinic. 
This experience helps her hone 
essential skills and make an 
immediate, real-world impact.
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Generating the Next
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From concentrated study and intellectual freedom come ideas that change 

the world. For more than 60 years, RAND researchers have employed 

this formula to develop groundbreaking ideas that were ahead of their 

time—think game theory, artificial intelligence, the treatment of individuals 

with post-traumatic stress disorder, and the Internet. 

For PRGS students, the dissertation is where they generate “the next big 

idea.” In their dissertations, students explore unchartered ground. They 

take the long view on policy problems and ask, “What’s next?” They call 

attention to critical but often underappreciated policy issues. Simply put, 

at PRGS, the dissertation is more than the culmination of a student’s 

academic experience—it is the opportunity to be visionary. 

When you provide dissertation support—either to an individual student, or 

to further faculty research in an area of interest to students—you expand 

the boundaries of human knowledge and become a stakeholder in 

solving the problems of tomorrow. 

In the aftermath 
of hurricanes Rita 
and Katrina, Jordan 
Fischbach’s dissertation 
applied innovative 
quantitative scenario 
planning methods to the 
challenge of reducing 
flood risk in New 
Orleans over the next 
fifty years. This work, 
made possible by flexible 
funds from generous 
donors, led to an ongoing 
engagement with the 
state of Louisiana, 
paving the way for 
a host of additional 
research projects that 
help to more effectively 
communicate flood 
risk to vulnerable 
populations, mitigate 
property damage, and 
promote community 
resiliency.

ALUMNUS PROFILE

Big Idea

IMPACT OPPORTUNITIES

❖ Dissertation Fellowships

❖ Faculty Research Support

❖ Topic Funding for 
Student–Faculty 
Collaboration

PRGS students are engaged 
in dissertation research on 
a range of compelling and 
complex topics, such as the role 
of entrepreneurship in poverty 
alleviation, corporate governance 
in the securities industry, water 
security, climate change, 
renewable energy, workplace 
flexibility for an aging workforce, 
and food and nutrition for the 
chronically ill.
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The PRGS faculty are world-class experts in their fields. These are the thoughtleaders who 

are tackling rising health care costs, exploring sustainable energy initiatives, helping veterans 

who suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder, and developing new technologies and research 

methodologies that will transform today’s challenges into tomorrow’s opportunities.

Drawn from among RAND’s staff of 1,000+ research professionals, a faculty this large and 

esteemed is unheard of at other small, independent schools. They inspire students in the 

classroom and work side by side with them on real RAND projects, answering complex policy 

questions for government agencies, international organizations, foundations, and businesses.

In many instances, it is a professor who makes the critical difference in a student’s path, 

who guides them toward exploring areas where the need is greatest, and who challenges them 

to turn their education into action. Philanthropic support for faculty enrichment gives PRGS’s 

faculty the chance to delve deeper into the issues they and their students care about, and helps 

us recruit additional specialists from around the world to augment our existing curriculum in key 

areas such as macroeconomics, game theory, and physical and natural sciences. 

FACULTY ENRICHMENT

Harnessing the Power of

(Pictured) Professors Robert Lempert 
and Emma Aguila. Lempert was a 

member of the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize–
winning Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change. He directs the RAND 
Frederick S. Pardee Center for Longer 

Range Global Policy and the Future 
Human Condition and is a member of the 

National Academy of Science’s Climate 
Research Committee. Aguila directs the 
RAND Center for Latin American Social 
Policy and has worked with students to 

evaluate the impact of social programs on 
the well-being of the population and on the 

design of poverty alleviation programs. 
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IMPACT OPPORTUNITIES

❖ Distinguished Faculty 
Support

❖ Visiting Scholar 
Chairs

❖ Dean’s Chair

Krishna Kumar is an 
expert in entrepreneurship 
and has studied human 
capital accumulation and 
the Indian and Chinese 
education systems. He is 
the recipient of awards for 
teaching excellence from 
PRGS, the Fuqua School of 
Business at Duke University, 
and the Indian School of 
Business in Hyderabad. The 
Rosenfeld Program in Asian 
Economic Development—a 
generous multiyear 
commitment to PRGS from 
supporters Eugene and 
Maxine Rosenfeld—helps 
fund Kumar’s research and 
mentorship of students 
who are passionate about 
international development 
and ending poverty.

FACULTY  PROFILE

Exceptional Minds
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PRGS created The Washington Experience, an experiential learning program, to provide 

students a firsthand understanding of the U.S. federal policymaking environment and culture 

through extended exposure to, and interaction with, officials at federal agencies and national 

organizations in Washington, D.C. The program seeks to mitigate the growing divide among 

decisionmakers and policy experts, and to help students better appreciate the incentives, 

constraints, and context of real-world policymaking. 

PRGS also aspires to forge partnerships with city and county governments in Los Angeles, 

Sacramento, the American Gulf States, and other regions where RAND has offices and the 

opportunity to impact lives is significant, in order to increase public-service experiences among 

our students. Through these experiential learning programs, students would execute pro bono 

policy analyses on a critical, region-specific issue, present recommendations to government 

officials, and become thoughtleaders in the community’s dialogue on change.

By facilitating learning opportunities outside of the classroom, we help students attain 

invaluable public-service experiences that will shape their postgraduate career paths. 

Philanthropic support for experiential education gives PRGS graduates the practical 

perspective they will need to be the answer and make a difference.

Maren Leed has a successful 
career in defense policy. 
After graduating from 
PRGS, Leed was an 
operations research analyst 
in the Office of the Secretary 
of Defense and, for five 
years, a professional staff 
member on the Senate 
Armed Services Committee.  
Leed initially chose PRGS 
because it was more than 
an “ivory tower.” Leed says 
the most valuable lesson she 
learned was how to couch 
ideas in a variety of different 
“languages”—mathematical, 
statistical, and economic 
languages, as well as the 
language of broader social 
science. She maintains that 
PRGS gave her a flexible 
toolbox that enables her to 
be comfortable interacting 
with heavily quantitative 
communities as well as 
qualitative ones. 

ALUMNUS  PROFILE

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

Taking Lessons into
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❖ The Washington 
Experience

❖ Regional Experience  
Programs

❖ Internships with 
Government, Nonprofits,   
and NGOs

IMPACT OPPORTUNITIES

Taking Lessons into the Real World

To implement 
change, you first 
must be heard. 
PRGS taught me to 
‘speak’ in different 
‘languages’— 
mathematical, 
statistical, 
economic—so that 
all of the various 
actors involved 
in crafting 
policy could be 
persuaded by my 
ideas and moved 
to action.”

Maren Leed
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FACULTY PROFILE

Supporting Emerging Priorities

Your unrestricted gift 
enables PRGS to be 
flexible and responsive 
to emerging priorities, 
to lead rather than to 
react, and to be the 
answer to ongoing and 
upcoming challenges.

IMPACT OPPORTUNITIES

One thing that distinguishes eminent institutions is their readiness 

to pursue unanticipated opportunities and address emerging 

issues. But this requires financial resources unmarked for a 

particular use—readily accessible funds that can help develop 

new research capabilities and jump-start important 

initiatives. 

Unrestricted gifts to the Dean’s Innovation Fund give PRGS non-

tuition revenue that offers direct support to students, faculty, and 

programs. Unrestricted gifts, regardless of their size, allow the 

dean to respond to students in need and seize opportunities 

to support inventive and worthwhile pursuits. 

Lisa Klautzer presents findings 
related to her dissertation 
work, “Can Openness Inspire 
Corporate Governance?  
An Empirical Analysis of 
Southeast Asia.”

Jeffrey Wasserman is the 
assistant dean for academic 
affairs at PRGS, a senior policy 
researcher at RAND, and a 
PRGS alumnus. In addition to 
his work on a range of health 
policy issues, Wasserman 
teaches a course that requires 
students to conduct policy 
analysis for local agencies 
and community-based 
organizations. According to 
Wasserman, the “laboratory-
like” experience of the PRGS 
classroom repeatedly yields 
innovative perspectives. “My 
project work provides an 
endless supply of real-world 
policy analysis opportunities, 
and time and again these 
students—particularly because 
of their diverse backgrounds—
provide new insights into how 
to better approach some of the 
problems that my clients and  
I are trying to solve.”
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WHY GIVE?
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IN THE LONG RUN, 
THE PUBLIC INTEREST 
DEPENDS ON  
PRIVATE VIRTUE.”

JAMES Q. WILSON
Renowned Scholar; 2003 Recipient, 
Presidential Medal of Freedom; Member, 
PRGS Board of Governors; and Former 
Trustee, RAND Corporation

PUBLIC INTEREST 

PRIVATE VIRTUE
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PRGS offers the intellectual capital to not only address the 
toughest 21st-century policy challenges but also to anticipate 
emerging ones. Philanthropic gifts encourage our students to 
be bold, to pursue the “next big idea,” to generate advanced 
tools and methodologies—and give donors the opportunity to 
make a significant impact on current and future generations.

Unrestricted gifts to PRGS allow the dean to allocate funds wherever the need is greatest, 

and to take advantage of unique opportunities as they arise.

Directed gifts allow supporters to designate a gift to a specific program, scholarship, 

or priority area so that they may enjoy the satisfaction of knowing they are supporting a 

program that is personally meaningful to them.

Supporters also have the option of designating a gift for current use or for endowment. 

Current-use gifts provide funds and flexibility over the short term, whereas endowment  

gifts provide security over the long term by expanding the school’s permanent 

financial base and creating a predictable source of future income for priorities such as 

faculty positions, student scholarships and fellowships, broad-based student-driven 

interdisciplinary research projects, and ongoing investment in the quality and dynamism  

of PRGS’s academic program. 

Be the answer and help support the people, ideas, and vision of the Pardee  

RAND Graduate School.

DONOR  PROFILE

Invest in Innovation

James Rothenberg, a RAND 
trustee from 2005 to 2010, 
and his wife, Anne, are ardent 
supporters of PRGS. Their 
generous contributions have 
led to policies that helped 
improve lives for hurricane 
survivors in Louisiana. Other 
recent gifts have supported 
dissertations on a range  
of topics, from enhancing 
community health and 
ensuring the vitality of 
symphony orchestras  
to maintaining standards of 
living in aging societies. “The 
entire PRGS community—
students, faculty, alumni, 
and supporters—aspires to 
champion the underfunded 
and unusually complex 
policy challenges and to help 
shape policies for peace, 
opportunity, and prosperity. 
Supporting their work is our 
privilege, but it is also a shared 
responsibility of all of us who 
benefit from these efforts.”
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Known initially as the 
RAND Graduate Institute, 
then the RAND Graduate 
School, PRGS took its 
present name in 2004 
to honor the vision and 
contributions of Frederick 
S. Pardee, a former 
RAND researcher and 
philanthropist.

Invest in Innovation

The entire PRGS 
community—
students, faculty, 
alumni, and 
supporters—
aspires to shape 
policies for peace, 
opportunity, 
and prosperity. 
Supporting 
their work is our 
privilege, but it 
is also a shared 
responsibility.”

James F. and Anne F.  
Rothenberg
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Outright Gifts. When you make an outright gift to PRGS, your contribution can be put to 

work immediately. An outright gift may be composed of almost any asset of value:

❖ Cash gifts—the simplest and easiest gifts you can make—can be made through credit/

debit card transactions, outright cash, or personal checks, cashier’s checks, or money 

orders made payable to the Pardee RAND Graduate School. PRGS also accepts  

gifts by wire transfer.

❖ Gifts of appreciated securities, stocks, and bonds may offer considerable tax advantages 

when transferred to PRGS before they are sold. If you have held your securities for more 

than one year, you may find that your gift will provide a twofold tax benefit, creating an 

income-tax deduction as well as helping avoid the capital-gains tax that would have been 

due upon sale.

❖ Gifts of real estate—including personal residences, second homes, income property, 

and vacant land—offer a wide variety of tax and other benefits. Whereas most people 

give their entire interest away, it is also possible to give only a portion of the property  

(an undivided percentage interest) while retaining the rest for other purposes.

Gift Planning. To learn about deferred or planned gifts, including bequests, life-income 

plans, and other options for your estate—and for information about earning valuable income-

tax deductions, and reducing your estate taxes—contact Michael Andrulis, Director of Gift 

Planning, at 310.393.0411 x 6075.

Ways to Give



Matching-Gift Programs. An easy way to double or even triple your donation 

to PRGS is to find out if your company, foundation, or other organization has  

a matching-gift program. Such programs may match all or a percentage of your 

contribution to PRGS.

Gift Pledges. PRGS welcomes your gift through a pledge—a formal statement 

of intention to make a gift to the school. With a pledge, you may complete your  

gift by making regular payments over time. Each payment on your pledge is 

eligible for a charitable income-tax deduction.

To discuss giving 
opportunities, contact 
PRGS’s Development 
professionals:

Maura Krah
Director of Development
310.393.0411 x6505
mkrah@rand.org

Michael Andrulis
Director of Gift Planning
310.393.0411 x6075
andrulis@rand.org

www.prgs.edu/betheanswer

Pardee RAND Graduate School
1776 Main Street
P.O. Box 2138
Santa Monica, CA 90407-2138
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Vision. To develop the next generation of policy leaders who will 
confront the world’s toughest challenges with expertise, scientific rigor, 
and reason. 

Community. With approximately one hundred enrolled students, 
and a faculty–student ratio of 2:1, PRGS is a small, focused educational 
institution that offers exceptional training, unparalleled mentoring, and 
access to some of the world’s leading policy practitioners.

Experience.  PRGS is located at the RAND Corporation’s 
headquarters campus in Santa Monica, California, affording students 
the unique opportunity to work alongside RAND researchers on policy 
projects for a global clientele that includes government agencies, 
foundations, and private-sector firms. As a result, PRGS students 
graduate with a full academic and professional portfolio—or, as we like 
to say, “Curriculum Plus Vitae.”

Tradition. PRGS was founded in 1970 as one of eight graduate 
programs created to train future leaders in the public and private 
sectors in policy analysis. Known initially as the RAND Graduate 
Institute, then the RAND Graduate School, PRGS took its present name 
in 2004 to honor the vision and contributions of Frederick S. Pardee,  
a former RAND researcher and philanthropist.

Distinction. PRGS is the only graduate program in policy 
analysis specializing exclusively in the doctorate degree and the 
only one based at a public policy research organization—the RAND 
Corporation. Equipped with sophisticated analytic training, PRGS 
graduates are working to be the answer in government, businesses, 
and communities around the world.
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PRGS Board of Governors

Distinguished leaders of academia, 
business, and government provide 
invaluable vision and support 
to PRGS. Learn more about our 
board members. 

www.prgs.edu/governors
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